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Pub Nights
Bristol Clubnight 2nd Wednesday in each month. The Major’s Retreat, Tor-

marton, just north of Junction 18 of the M4, 1st right off the A46 Stroud
road, down to the crossroads, right into the village to find a proper local.
Always ’schmitters at this one. Contact Alan Hitchcock

� 01367 240125
@ alanbubblecars@hotmail.com

MOC South West/Wales 3rd Monday of every other month. The Fox and
Hounds, Little Canford. Bottom roundabout on the A31 Wimborne. Contact
Colin Archer or Peter Houghton on the following numbers.

� 01202 734207
� 01202 897594

General meeting MEC/Heinkel-Trojan OEC Ltd. 3rd Wednesday of each
month. The Fleece Inn, Bretforton, Nr Evesham, Worcestershire and
therefore covering (in the broadest sense) Worcestershire, Herefordshire,
Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, and Wiltshire. Classic car
meeting in the summer behind pub. Contact Tony Yates

� 07973 448023
@ mec.mail@virgin.net

East Midlands section of The Morgan Three Wheeler Club 3rd Wednesday
of each month. The meeting is held at the Royal Oak, Brandon, just
off the A428 to the east of Coventry. Messerschmitt owners and enthusi-
asts are invited by the group organiser, Malcolm Bull, who is also a Club
member and runs a ’very nice’ 1957, KR200. This will suit East Midlands
Members for whom the The Fleece Inn, Bretforton, is a shade too far for an
evening trip out! Contact Malcolm Bull

@ malcolmbull242@btinternet.com

MOC South Eastern 3rd Wednesday of each month. Three Crutches, Strood,
Kent, close to the junction of the A2 and M2. Contact Mark Snowden

� 01634 309292

MOC Eastern Area 3rd Thursday of each month. The Queens Theatre, Billet
Lane, Hornchurch, Essex. Contact Mick Morton (phone before attending)

� 01708 475662

MOC Nottinghamshire Last Wednesday of each month except December. The
Horse and Groom, Linby. MEC contact is Colin Burton

� 01623 481050

General meeting MEC South East Area Last Tuesday of each month, Now
fixed at England’s Rose, Postcombe just a couple of miles from J6 of the
M40. Contact Tony Yates

� 07973 448023
@ mec.mail@virgin.net

MOC Caledonian Contact John Miller

� 01475 724229
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are too large and not the correct styling to
match the lines of the car. Not only that, the
mounting hole is huge. Once fitted it is very
difficult to cover up the damage done unless
you wish to repaint. However I have come
up with a cunning repair that bolts in place
so my car is now resplendent with Alberts.

I have got part way through the wiring
with several redirections needed. There were
some non-original units fitted and since this
car will be top line I have returned to orig-
inal parts. I restored a nice set of original
pea lights so the dash is looking smart. The
headlights were new units but not put to-
gether well. They had become bent as the
ali is pretty soft and el bodgo fasteners had
been used which would not undo when the
units had to come out again. Not only that
but the headlight lenses had no plastic lip
seals. They fit, as does the reflector, very
much better with this gasket.

The rear of this car was part dismantled
but what had been assembled had to be
checked and the chain case remounted as
the blank washers were on back to front.
These thin oblong steel plates have an edge
that is profiled and are offset. The idea is
the profiled edge backs up the curved sus-

KR200 Chain Case Mounting Bolts plus
spacers and lock washer

pension mounting spreading the loading on
the outer case of the rubberised unit. There
should be an additional pair of plates that
are used to adjust the ride height of the unit
by insertion top or bottom or out of use on
top of one set of plates. So three positions for
a unit that will sag over time. There should
also be a set of lock washers to prevent the
8 fastening bolts backing off.

The chain case correctly fitted I could align
the new rear damper so it was functioning
at 90◦ to the mountings. Many are not and
prematurely wear out. This was the sum of
errors in the work inherited at the rear but
sufficient to mean I should service the front
in case that it has a fault on it.

The engine on this car was supplied as
rebuilt. I doubted this, as on looking the
various orifices were full of various gunk,
carbon and concretions. I rejected the unit
and it was sold off on another project. So I
have to create a replacement engine for the
car. Otherwise it is pretty much a complete
set of parts. A new Darby interior is to go
in and I have the deep joy of assembling the
ali screen frames. A good dome came with
the deal. So it will be a very good car when
finished.

Elsewhere the mint Fiat 126 finally has a
valid logbook that seemed to take forever to
be issued; so much for a quick sale, £1,750
ono? I have several cars to break up; sev-
eral more moderns want nailing together and
sold off to create space. So plenty of niff naff
to do as well as some more serious selling
of big collectables like oil dispensers, petrol
pumps etc. Winter will be busy here as I
am looking to be able to move out by April
unencumbered. It maybe necessary for me
to move from Faringdon while plots are un-
der redevelopment or sold off and develop
Cumbria in tandem.

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/663
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EDITORIAL Aah, Nostalgia

Club Committee
President Roger Hall
� 01993 881421
@ president@messerschmittclub.org

Chairman Tony Yates
� +44 (0)7973 448023
@ chairman@messerschmittclub.org

Secretary Alan Hitchcock
� 01364 240125
@ secretary@messerschmittclub.org

Treasurer Graham Taylor
� 01793 764770
@ treasurer@messerschmittclub.org

Regalia Peter Darby
� 01183 778174
@ regalia@messerschmittclub.org

Registrations Alan Whitlock
� 01256 702606

Membership Peter Darby
� 01183 778174
@ membership@messerschmittclub.org

Take Off Editor Mark Hindell
� 0208 422 4943
@ takeoff@messerschmittclub.org

Web Site Mark Hindell
� 0208 422 4943
@ admin@messerschmittclub.org

Area Representatives
London/SE Tony Yates
see above

South Alan Whitlock
see above

South Midlands Alan Hitchcock
see above

East Midlands Andy Carter
� 01623 407868

West Midlands/Fens Mike Cooper
� 01400 262637

South West/Wales Chris Jones
@ cjwoodview@yahoo.co.uk

Scotland Graham Johnston
� 01968 660507

Aah, Nostalgia
By MarkHindell

THIS MONTH’S MAGAZINE has been a bit
more of a jigzaw than usual, with a
large number of photos to be shunted
around and generally coaxed into place.

If you like the cover image of Erik Gjermund-
sen’s elegantly posed KR200 cabrio you’ll
find some cracking additional images on the
next couple of pages. Plenty of nostalgia
there.

The nostalgia day at Toddington was great
fun too with a large and interesting selec-
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Aah, Nostalgia EDITORIAL

MEC AGM 2010
All MEC members are in-
vited to attend the 2010
Annual General Meeting
on

Sunday November 14th 2010
at our President, Roger Hall’s house:
’Hunters Reach’, 20 Parklands, Free-
land, Oxfordshire OX8 8HX. Start
2.30pm, or pitch up early (12.30pm)
for lunch (but please let Roger know in
advance).
� 01993 881421
@ president@messerschmittclub.org

tion of both cars and trains. More details
and photos from this event in this issue’s
Gassing. My own nostalgia senses got an
unexpected kick when I came upon a nicely
restored 1963 Vauxhall HA Viva owned by
Richard Ashby of the Vauxhall Cresta Own-
ers’ Club. This might not be the most glam-
orous vehicle to go all dewy eyed over, but
having spent many long (and not necessarily
entirely contented) hours in the back seat of
my father’s HA up to the age of about 12 I
couldn’t help but pester Richard for a thor-
ough poke around the insides. Ah, it even
smelled the same.

I’ve occasionally had former ’schmitt own-
ers stop me and reminisce on their past expe-
riences with cars from which they have long
since upgraded, and though they may not
always have been the most comfortable ve-
hicle there’s no doubt that older cars have a
degree of character that’s almost completely
absent from the commodity vehicles we drive
today. Will we think so fondly of our modern
computer designed and robot built cars in
50 years?

As an antidote to all this wallowing Alan
has a supplied us with a hefty dose of more
practical stuff. The problems of vapour lock-
ing have been a ‘favourite’ for ’schmitters
since the year dot, but they don’t get any
easier to resolve, and with numerous new

owners getting to grips with recently restored
cars it’s well worth a review that goes a bit
deeper than the time-honoured advice to
“just pull the choke out”. Actually that whole
item started life as a “Dear Alan” email.

AGM
Alan also has his club secretary hat firmly
in place this month. The AGM is scheduled
for November 14th and is a general call to
arms for MEC members. Please attend if you
can, or if you can’t but can still offer some
ideas, opinions or (ideally) assistance your
club would surely be the better for it.

Speaking from the point of view of the web
site and magazine I would be delighted if
anyone cares to chip in, particularly with
extra content for the web, maintaining the
diary etc. So, if you fancy fiddling with the
computer a bit after you’re done fiddling
with your ’schmitt then please let me know.
Cheers! Mark

Welcome To:
Anne Marie and Per Bakkene Norway

— with a KR200 each!

Martin Keane Walsall — a KR200 owner

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/666

1963 HA Viva at Toddington Not a
Messerschmitt but a car dear to your editor’s
heart, so indulge me folks.
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opinion, which I will read out if you wish,
and any other input good or bad. It is your
club and we need to move forward and make
it better than last year if we can.

A quick résumé of where I think we are:
The remaining Club spares are with the Dar-
bys who are working through them to sell off
what they can. The accounts for this entire
spares adventure are yet to be finalised and
I will be interested to see what the results
actually were. As things stand there seems
little prospect of there being a replacement
spares service as no one wants to run one.
Bit of a shame as we have money to invest.
The Darbys have been contracted to sell the
MEC rubber mats, which have been collected
so they should be able to fill all orders wait-
ing.

Take Off and KaRoScene are performing
well now but really require more time and
much more data input, which is time. Mark
and myself only have so much so at the mo-
ment, growth is restricted to having spare
time. Now Mark is doing Take Off clearly he
has less time to devote to KaRoScene con-
tent. I have to confess I would like to spend
time on this project in preference to ’running’
the Club. There is a lot of archive material to
work through, as well as original FMR stuff
that would create a really useful library of in-
formation for owners to access and research.
If, as seems the case, the majority of own-
ers are not using their cars much (meaning
rallies are not attended in great numbers)
and the MEC is not to supply spares then
the most help that can be offered is access
to quality information. I cannot help feeling
my time would be better spent feeding Mark
with oven ready information he can edit into
the website rather than acting as Secretary.

So there is still work to be done to stabilise
the MEC. There is a question over spares.
Beyond that I can see it might be time to
step aside and let someone else be Secretary
while I can crack on with the task needing
doing, namely producing information to fill
up KaRoScene with useful data.

With added sun visor

Cars
The red and black KR200 is now finished
with a sun visor being the last addition to
the refit and it is up for sale, £14,750 ono. I
am looking to assemble another project car
based on a new monocoque and supplied as
a Sport as I am short of a door. It will be a
pretty simple restoration and anyone having
a spare door can get a bargain. The other
task in hand is to finish off the Red KR200
that has stood part done in the corner of the
garage for about 18 months. I hope these
cars will all go before spring, as I want to refi-
nance and put the money into sorting out the
storage infrastructure for, and some cars left
in, the collection — not least the Tiger project
which will eat money, but more of that an-
other time. The car that really needs to be
bought forth is the mildly modified KR200
dome top NAF. I decided against doing too
much work on Black Bazzer, he is too much
of an original car to mess about though he
needs engine oil seals for use. NAF is just
that bit tattier and ideal for the task. So
maybe I will finally have a regular ’schmitt
on the road next year.

The red KR200 in hand was bought in part
restored and in the main it has been done
very well. However there are some sillies, not
least one of my real pet hates, the mounting
of a pair of Desmo boomerang rear view mir-
rors. These maybe cheap to buy but the cor-
rect Alberts are available and reproduced.

The Desmos look, frankly, terrible as they
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around and it gets hot and bothered. The
engine slowly cokes up and, quite frankly, it
is not much fun to drive after a while. I have
had quite a few cars that were said to be poor
and all they really needed was a good ’Italian
tune up’ for a week to clear the crap out of
them. It is for this reason ’schmitters are
thought a bit crazy and antisocial at events
(I thought it was the lack of working brakes
— Ed ) but the cars’ characteristics are not
those of the four stroke opposition which are
much more small cars rather than enclosed
motorcycles.

It is actually quite hard work to convoy
with four strokes unless they have larger en-
gines (Yes, just try flogging through the Alps
after a Heinkel 200! — Ed ). The ’schmitts
need to be in front to take the hills at speed
as they lack torque. The four strokes how-
ever are unable to over rev on the decent
so inevitably gaps still appear. The other
way round the progress is too slow as the
strokers trip over the four strokes. The best
match to a ’schmitt seems to be a Goggo 300
as they have about the same spec for perfor-
mance. I have done miles in both together
and it’s great. Yet surprisingly a BMW 600
was a struggle.

Ultimately company of between three and
five ’schmitts that are working and driven
well is as good as it gets for a blast. Very
often the increase in speed finds the previ-
ously stuttery ’schmitt running with the pack
perfectly. So my advice is to explore the per-
formance of the ’schmitt before blaming it.
You will be surprised how fast they can do
A to B trips if you use the performance and
handling available.

In doing so you will in all probability play
with the tuning and once the car is bung
on vaporisation should be restricted to fuel
stops and traffic jams.

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/637

The photographs for this article were
kindly supplied by Chris van Rooy
at The Messerschmitt Spares Service
(http://www.messerschmitt.nl). Many
thanks Chris. — Ed

AGM Date
By AlanHitchcock

THE SUMMER has zoomed past in a haze
of heat and we anticipate the closed
season soon to be upon us. Not that
there needs to be a closed season with

activities and year round free tax and clas-
sic insurance along with quite a few events.
More important though is to look at your
workshop facilities and winter projects so as
to get ready before it gets too late in the year
to get work done in comfort. He who works
in the depths of winter is the one who gets
ahead.

AGM
The season’s end approaches for the Club
too and that means the AGM. This is to be
held on Sunday, November 14th of 2010 at
our President, Roger Hall’s house ‘Hunters
Reach’, 20 Parklands, Freeland, Oxfordshire
OX8 8HX. The Club has a year to consolidate
after the loss of the Cooper connection. I be-
lieve it has done so rather well but we lack
the ability to provide a Spares Service now.
We lack support in depth outside certain ar-
eas of the country and on the committee. The
Darby’s have plugged many of the gaps but
a few more proactive people would make a
big difference. What we really lack is people
with time to be at events as the committee
is made up of busy people who have major
commitments elsewhere. This is really all we
ask of area reps so it is not a huge task but
one of being available to ’schmitters in your
locality. Of those stalwart reps we do have
we would just like some feedback which is
a lot simpler now as Mark is able to accept
nearly any form of media and publish it.

The AGM is your chance to change things
or add your voice to debate.

The AGM is your chance to
change things or add your voice

to debate.

I will be pleased to accept nominations for
posts, offers of help, letters expressing an
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FEEDBACK Time Warp

Time Warp
By ErikGjermundsen

Remember the note about Erik Gjermund-
sen’s Messerschmitt restoration project back
in the February issue of Take Off? Well,
things seem to have turned out very well and
here are the photos to prove it. Has Erik
fallen through a time warp (luckily whilst
holding a digital camera) to fifty years ago?
No, instead the petrol station has popped up
in the present day. Doesn’t it and the cars
look great? -Ed

HELLO! This winter we have al-
most finished our ’56 Messer-
schmitt (missing some trims) and
we brought and restored a FMR ’59

— the ’59 has got a prize everywhere we have
been with them this summer, They have not
been restored as show cars, but we tried to
made them as they came new, so it’s nice to
get credit for good work :-)

Fill ’em up Erik’s
Messerschmitts stop for fuel...
but is the price fifty years old
too?

Messershmitts are very unusual here in
Norway, there are about 20 registered on the
road, and some few more under restoration.

The photoshoot is from an old BP from the
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Time Warp FEEDBACK

50’s in south Norway that a group of enhu-
siasts have restored. (see http://www.bp-
stasjon.no for lots more photos, some from
earlier times — the site is Norwegian but http:

//www.worldlingo.com makes a very read-
able effort at translation. -Ed)

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/668
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From the back Note the path followed by the fuel line under the air filter via a clip on the
centre engine mounting.

Driving

The carb should be able to vent itself. So a
well tuned car should only experience vapour
locking when stopped and started from hot.
If it is off-tune then it will run hotter just as
it will with the wrong fuel mix. It is common
for the car to get hot and cough a little after
a long climb, but this will drive out and it
is best to keep moving at some pace so the
maximum amount of air can pass through
the cooling system. If you find yourself going
down hill after a stiff bit of driving many
’schmitters will not want to keep the engine
powered up to decend. However, it is at this
time you will most likely get a seizure; the
heat will still be building in the engine as
you reduce the revs (and thus cooling air and
lubricant in the fuel mixture). You can free
wheel — larger cars had this option within

the drive system but the ’schmitt was not
that sophisticated. If you do this be sure
the engine is getting air through it. If you
drive down then it is not unusual to give
the engine the odd bit of choke to over fuel.
This will give some cooling to the system as
the heating of the extra fuel is passed out of
the exhaust. It also increases the amount of
lubricant in the system.

The last reason for vaporisation is you’re
not driving fast enough — a problem in traffic
but, be assured, the Messerschmitts do not
like pootling! They run far better at 55mph
than 45mph. They are designed to run at
their top speed, unlike most cars, and will
happily cruise all day at sub 60mph with
absolutely no harm. You will find the car far
better and more reliable as it keeps its tubes
clean and gets all the air it needs. Creep

12 Messerschmitt Enthusiasts’ Club TAKE OFF October 2010
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the two ends together so they cannot open
unless I do it myself. The rubber gasket fits
over the air filter holder and is orientated
by a square ‘blip’ on the inside edge into a
cut-out on the filter holder. This gives it the
angle to loosely seal on the boot when it is
down so sucking in clean cool air from out-
side the boot lid. Again, this can fall off so I
fasten it with a large jubilee clip. This whole
assembly is even more prone to fall off de-
spite the airfilter holder clip so more reason
to wire that clip closed.

You now have the standard induction. This
supplies enough cool air while running. How-
ever when stopped with a hot engine the am-
bient heat within the boot and particularly
the exhaust silencer next to the air box will
heat the initial charge of already hot fuel.
This is unhelpful but can be lived with.

Fuel
The real problem with vapour locking is the
fuel system. Modern fuel is much more

volatile than that of 50 years ago. It is not a
design fault as such but a change over time
in specifications of petrol and what it is ex-
pected to power. The tank sits over all this
heat so the fuel is warm after a while. The
correct fuel tap has a filter and gravity trap
so an inline filter should not be needed or
used as it promotes vaporisation.

If you need the extra filter your fuel tank
is dirty, so clean it. The supply pipe to the
carb wants as short a run as is sensible.
It should pass through a clip on the rear
centre mounting bolt and go under the air
filter silencer box with the effect that the
entire system should be down hill when the
boot is down. There is therefore nowhere
for vapour to collect in the supply system.
I personally don’t use armoured fuel pipe
— quality rubber fuel pipe is best. The see-
through stuff eventually goes hard and will
fail as it will no longer be able to flex when
the boot is opened.
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NEWS Rubber Mats in Stock

Beaulieu German
Event

By PeterDarby

G
ETTING UP at the crack of dawn
(6.30am) I set off to the German
Event 2010 at Beaulieu on 24th
July with my Mercedes van towing

my Messerschmitt car.
On arrival it was exceedingly quiet and

I enquired as to whether the German event
was on or if I had come at the wrong weekend.
I was told “yes it is on, but as you have
arrived so early not many others are here
yet”. I was directed to the field where the
club stands were to be and set about putting
up the stand with the MEC regalia etc.

The organizer came over and thanked me
for coming and said they were hoping for
200 German made vehicles — Porsche, VW,
Mercedes etc. — to attend. I was ready
for my public and with my stall position I
could see all the vehicles as they arrived. I
had many browsers interested in the Messer-
schmitt and children had their photos taken
sitting in the car.

The show was well attended by more than
400 cars and a few autojumble stalls but
no club stands in what turned out to be my
field. Many of the participants were camping
overnight on Saturday as there was enter-
tainment laid on for them. I learned all this
as I was packing up at 4.30pm when I was

told the club stands would be coming Sun-
day which was apparently the main day!

I had a nice relaxing day with a few leads
for ’schmitt parts and who knows, maybe
some new members?

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/679

Rubber Mats in Stock
By PeterDarby

THE MEC now has a new stock of rubber
mats. These can posted to most coun-
tries or collected from 72 Emmbrook
Road, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG41

1HG . The cost of the mat is £99.00 plus
£12.00 post if in the UK.

When enquiring from outside the UK
please give the country to which it is being
delivered and means of payment (PayPal,
IBAN, Cheque drawn on a UK bank). If
paying by Paypal you need to add 5% to the
total, if by IBAN £7.00 for their UK charges.

Peter Darby
� 01183 778174
@ regalia@messerschmittclub.org
We also stock:

Lapel Badge
2.00

Coaster
1.00

175 Phone
Card 2.50

Car Badge
8.50

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/665
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New stock Rubber floor mats

On the Web
By MarkHindell

World Meet 2010
A few articles have appeared

following the World Meet micro
car rally in Chicago in August,
some of which are linked from

the organisers’ web site. Also, there’s one
that has popped up in the New York Times
(http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/05/
automobiles/collectibles/05microcar.html)
about the run along Route 66 — very heroic.

National Microcar Rally at Malvern
Lots of photos and an arti-
cle now posted on the NMCR
web site (http://www.national-
microcar-rally.co.uk/). An article

here (sorry for the enormous URL —
http://www.classicandperformancecar.
com/news/eventnews/257179/
report 36th national micro car rally.h...).

DWAC Rally
Photos and some video clips of
the 2010 DWAC rally at Vuren
(http://www.dwac.eu/ and click
the link. Although the weather

looks to have been very mixed the photos
are excellent. President Roger has promised
us a full report for the next Take Off (there
you go Roger, you’re committed now! — Ed).

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/660

Oktoberfahrt
15th – 17th November The Micro Maniacs Ok-

toberfahrt Rally

At the Golden Square Caravan Park,
Oswaldkirk, near Hemsley, York YO62
5YQ. MEC Members are invited to a
camping weekend for all bubblecar, mi-
crocar and small car enthusiasts which
will include a visit to The North York-
shire Wartime Weekend. Non-members
are welcome at our events. Contact Jim
Jamieson for more details.

Jim Jamieson
@ Jim.jamieson2@virgin.net

Friday The usual get together on site —
there are numerous pubs, chippies,
takeaways etc. within a few miles of
the site.

Saturday We’ll have a drive together
through the countryside of North
Yorkshire visiting “French” village oc-
cupied by the Germans, and on to
Pickering for the Wartime Weekend
Parade. Wear 1940’s dress if you
want to and you’ll blend in nicely.
For those who haven’t been before
it’s an excellent friendly event where
all the locals join in with the spirit
of it all. Please note; no Germans
or French were harmed during the
production of this event (apart from
sausages and fries).

Saturday evening Return to the Rally
campsite for quiz and other attrac-
tions.

Sunday Road run together to place of
interest or just please yourself and
maybe visit Scarborough or Whitby
or Goathland (filming location for
Heartbeat TV series).
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Dear Alan — Vapour
Lock

By AlanHitchcock

VAPOUR LOCKING is a particular prob-
lem with many ’schmitts where
the petrol entering the carburetor
reaches such a temperature that it

boils and ence the smooth flow of fuel into
the engine is disrupted by bubbles of gas,
with the result is that the engine starts to
splutter and cut out. Some of this is just
down to inherent design issues, some to
modern fuels, and some to driving behaviour.
Sometimes also faults in the assembly of a
rebuilt engine can worsen matters, so before
going any further here’s a review of how it all
goes together.

Assembly
OK the carburetor should mount with two
gaskets and a heat shield; thin gasket, heat
shield, thick gasket, and carb (having made
sure that the centre holes are all the same
size so there is no ledge to disrupt airflow).
The carb flange should be checked to ensure
it is flat — up to a point it can be worked
back to flat on a face plate. However, since
you cannot do this assembly up tight as the
poor quality alloy of the Bing shears within
its structure I use some compound, but it
needs to be carefully applied and fuel proof.

The standard car will then have the air si-
lencer box clipped and bolted on with the air-
filter at 90◦ to the carb; it is not efficient for
airflow or for removing heat from the induc-
tion but that is the way Sachs did it. Some
tuned engines retain it as they have motorcy-
cle style exhausts which removes one source
of heat build up as the standard exhaust is
normally cheek-by-jowl with the induction
system. Others have a home made induction
system with an inline filter, but the prob-
lem then is the increase in noise from the
induction roar.

The airfilter, unless new, will want to have
a small amount of silicon sealant round the

Sachs 200 Induction The
heat shield defends the
carburetor from the full heat of
the cylinder. Note that in this
photo the baffles are not yet
fitted to the air filter, and the
fuel line is not yet connected.

inner edge to prevent the layers of gauze
chuntering round. This eventually will pro-
duce swarf which the engine will ingest —
not a good idea. The ring that this fits in has
a large clip to hold it to the silencer box with
a rubber seal meeting the filter in a groove.
I don’t trust these clips and by habit wire

Don’t forget...
Don’t forget the nut that holds the ‘leg’
at the bottom of the airfilter box — this
matters. Without it the engine vibrations
will cause the silencer to either fall off or
(in my case) actually be shaken to pieces.
Really! Mine looked like a dropped tea
pot and it was restored by a very good
welder who took it as a demonstration of
skill that he could repair it. Since then
I always use a second lock nut to make
sure that nothing comes undone. Iin fact
I do this in lots of places — the engine
shakes about a lot! - Ed
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Stanier 8F North British built Stanier 8F heavy goods locomotive, last in service as a
member of the Turkish Republic Railways (TCDD) Nr. 45160. Built in 1940 as WD 348 it
found itself working in Britain as LMS No 8274 for a few weeks until 1941, when becoming
surplus to requirements, it was shipped to Turkey where it served until 1980. Repatriated
to the UK in 1989 the locomotive worked briefly on the Swanage Railway before being
withdrawn for overhaul and moved to Toddington. During the Cotswold Festival of Steam
GWR 175 celebration earlier this year, it took on the identity of Swindon-built sister No
8476, the last of the type running under BR in 1968. Now restored back to its TCDD
identity, quite an unusual sight in rural Gloucestershire!

half the British contingent, another genuine
‘Club’ event... and of course being a ‘Club’
event, fine weather may almost be guaran-
teed! (that’s a very risky suggestion you’re
making there Tony. It has been duly noted.
-Ed ).

Recapping on Small Torque from the last
Take Off, the Partner trimmer has remained
silent, the investment in a new solid state ig-
nition unit appearing to be a complete waste
of money. The 25cc two stroke’s wish to stay
dormant is currently being respected even
though there appears absolutely no reason
for it. Might be a job for the new season!

For more details about regular Club Events
including our Fleece Inn meet (open to all
Micro-cars and their owners in the true MEC
tradition) check out the Pub Nights page or,
if you wish, contact the Club Secretary or
Chairman. It always helps to know if some-
one new plans to attend so that we can keep
an eye out for them.

The Atlantic Convoy is still in its planning
stages and our President has found someone

GWR Foremarke Hall Leaving Toddington

who might be able to transport us by water,
the six miles or so from Lower Heyford to
the Rock and back before we head off to the
Falkland Arms. As we race through Septem-
ber, it may be something we will have to look
forward to in the New Year.

Keep on ’Schmitting and don’t forget, Club
AGM, Sunday 14th November 2010!

Source URL:
messerschmittclub.org/karoscene/node/662
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Trains and Cars
By TonyYates

ICOUNTED FIVE Club Members at the
Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam
Railway Transport Nostalgia Day on Sun-
day 12th September, so I think that con-

stitutes a ‘Club’ event. We would have been
six had our Club President, Roger, not de-
cided (apparently) to head off to France with
his wife, Sue, for ten days, at the last minute.
Oh what it must be like to be carefree and re-
tired! Just the one ’schmitt mind; club Trea-
surer Graham and his unusual ‘trim-free’
KR200. Malcolm Bull came with his dark red
four-seater Morgan Trike, Big Al, a ‘phantom’
micro-car, and micro-car-less: Mark Hindell
plus son Edward and your Chairman with
Denise, who faced the challenge of ascending
and descending the station footbridge, twice!

As with any MEC event, fine weather was
guaranteed

As with any MEC event, fine
weather was guaranteed

which is more than can be said of this
year’s DWAC rally, held in Vuren, in the
Dutch Province of Gelderland over ‘our’ Bank
Holiday weekend. Although once again your
Chairman missed out, Roger and Sue Hall at-
tended and we wait with bated breath for his

Graham Taylor aboard his ’56 KR200

‘report’. In the meantime, we have Roger’s
two sentence summary which I hope I don’t
get into trouble for quoting:

“The DWAC Rally was as well done as
usual but the weather was dire. Much rain,
torrential at times. We were in our tent which
did us proud but the masses of camper vans
(none larger than Lawrence’s) had difficulties
leaving their sodden patches!”

Roger is keen to encourage a bigger turn-
out of club members for the Dutch Rally
which in the past saw 10–15 of us attend-
ing, with cars, often comprising more than
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